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Press Release:  
 
Mestre Projects is pleased to present “In the Sway of the Wind”, a solo exhibition 
of works by emerging Bahamian artist Amaani Hepburn. This exhibition will be the 
artist’s first solo show and debut as one of the gallery’s newly represented artist. 
The exhibition features twenty oil paintings, three acrylic paintings, and one 
graphite work. This body of work is an observation of landscapes and the history 
they hold by those who occupied them, as well as portraits that reflect self-identity. 
 
“In the Sway of the Wind” exhibition essay by Matthew Rahming 
 
“Honesty has long been advanced as the most essential role of the artist and their 
voice. 
 
It is taught that anchored to honesty, one becomes impervious to and also parallel 
from the deceit of society which is the root of all ills in our world. Through time 
artists learned to use the deception they supposedly stood in perfect opposition to 
and in critique of. In the ultra-contemporary, deception has become an equally 
essential device, as it serves to disrupt societal complications and pressures placed 
on the modern artist. The necessity of the ultra-contemporary artist to create 
systems of disruption in the work, or moreover, to advance forms and lines of 
communication that are disruptive, is a direct byproduct of the visibility and 
subsequent vulnerability brought about by the information age. With the 
advancement of cameras and then the camera phone, everyone is “on view” and 
distant places are in the palms of our hands. Deception through the manipulation 
or strategic lack of manipulation of audiences’ perceptions is therefore the most 
versatile tool for the artist looking to engage an audience who has seen and done 
it all before. 
 
Shakespeare’s “All the World’s a Stage” is more fact than poetry now more than 
ever. 
 
The clearest evidence of this is the concept, construct, and scalability of Celebrity. 
The Information age has brought us the idea of existing in a “known” universe. 
Having information has given us the impression of understanding (i.e. I have heard 
all the Beyonce songs, read all the information online, and watched all the 
interviews; therefore, I know Beyonce). As an audience, this new complication of 
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understanding is all that we encounter because we are aware of it (“oh, I’ve heard 
of that”) or it is familiar to us (“oh, I’ve seen that before’’) or we have easy access 
to it (“I’ll google it”). This clouds our view and can hinder communication, much like 
a listener anticipating the end of a sentence. Artists like Warhol and Prince wielding 
mystery and persona at the audience could be understood as a way to disrupt the 
effects of their audience’s distance (figuratively and literally) from the artist. Of 
particular note are the ways artists engaged in performing persona pay precise 
attention to the performance when engaged with members of the audience with 
influence over how society forms its opinion of the work (i.e. other artists, curators, 
critics, journalists, anyone who asks for an explanation of the work verbally). In this 
way, deception has allowed the artist to hold honesty and privacy in the same hand. 
 
Fine art practice is a juggling act. The added efficiency of communication and 
distance from the audience derived from deception can lend toward a more adept 
performance if the artist is diligent. The audience becomes locked into a 
seamless/simultaneous conversation, both conscious and subconscious. This 
conversation, which in this case posits that marks made by the artist are material 
concept/exploration, conceptual content/exploration, and here in Amaani 
Hepburn’s work, especially present is the added layer of image content/exploration. 
Of most relevance is the illusion of imagery, which provides for deception through 
symbolism and iconography. Contained in imagery is the ability to mislead the 
audience, by way of their own belief, they understand what they see or by providing 
codes with no key code. Hepburn’s love/hate relationship with detail/precision and 
her complication of representational ideas/themes with abstract 
notions/intentions can also serve to dizzy viewers as they try to set their feet around 
the ideas of what is being asserted. What is given away in the exchange is those 
audience members unaware of the deception. They miss the magic much like the 
spectator who is ignorant that rabbits do not live in hats. 
 
The problem-solving of seamless and invisible movement through the three realms 
of content/exploration (material, concept, and image) is arguably the ultimate goal 
of the ultra-contemporary practitioner. This must be done while saying something 
important about our existence in time. Both the words “our ‘’ and “time” here are 
meant fluidly, as artists are expected to speak to/for their generation, but also 
to/for other generations. Artists are expected to represent and speak to and 
through the lens of the time they inhabit, but the truth must cut through to new 
moments in time and retain a voice even if something is lost in translation fifty years 
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later. Hepburn, out of this complication, often passes up the opportunity for 
understanding to remain in the power of a universe untouched by the will of the 
audience and steps forward with a song. Tied to this idea is the true window into 
Hepburn’s work. In these paintings, one can hear the artist say plainly, time on time, 
again and over again, “Inside me, there is a universe inhabited by me. There are 
places set for those I love. It is untouched by the world.” 
 
 
 
 
 
Artist Bio 
Amaani Hepburn (born in 2000, The Bahamas) is an emerging artist based in The 
Bahamas. Within her practice, Hepburn seeks to explore the relationship between 
the Caribbean's natural environment and the people who occupy it. 
 
Using her body as a lens and an extension, Hepburn draws from her personal 
experiences and communal memory reserves to explore community and re-
examine identity and perception.  
 
Currently, Hepburn uses photography, painting and writing to capture and 
document intimate moments within her environment and community as she strives 
to memorialize them in their most honest form. Hepburn received an AA in Art from 
University of The Bahamas and is represented as an artist by Mestre Projects. 
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